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Book Pride
1
No dates and titles are underlined
Work is very untidy
Extended writing tasks are incomplete
SPaG errors being repeated

●
●
●
●

2
●
●
●
●

Some dates and titles are underlined
Work is untidy
Extended writing tasks are short
SPaG errors being repeated

Show more PRIDE in your learning.
Be proud to learn and be proud of your work.

3
●
●
●
●

Most dates and titles are underlined
Work is usually neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are good
SPaG is usually correct

4
●
●
●
●

All dates and titles are underlined
Work is exceptionally neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are outstanding
SPaG is consistently correct
You are RESILIENT.
You always show PRIDE in your work.

1

2
Simile - comparing two things using ‘like’ or ‘as’
Metaphor - comparing two things by saying one this is another
Personiﬁcation - giving an inanimate object human like qualities
Zoomorphism - giving animal characteristics to humans/inanimate objects
Onomatopoeia - a word that imitates the sound it describes
Imagery - descriptive language to create a picture in your head
Sensory imagery - referring to the senses

Language devices:

Candy: The oldest worker, Candy is a crippled handyman with a feeble dog. Broken by life, Candy is
desperate to believe in a dream or plan. He oﬀers to help George and Lennie by cashing in his life
savings to help them buy a farm.

Slim: self assured and respected, Slim is the calm, quiet authority of the men at the ranch. He
understands George and Lennie’s friendship but even he cannot protect others.

Crooks: Cynical and yet to an extent a believer in the American Dream, stable manager and the only
black migrant worker on the farm. As a result of this, he sleeps in the stables, segregated from the
other men.

Curley’s Wife: ﬂirtatious and lonely, Curley’s wife is presented as a danger to the other men because
of the consequences if Curley suspects that they have interacted with her. She shares her lost dreams
with Lennie, emphasising her lack of companionship.

Curley: an insecure, violent man who actively looks for violence or opportunities to prove his worth.
Incredibly possessive of his wife, Curley seems to pick ﬁghts to compensate for his lack of size.

Cyclical narrative - when an element from the beginning of the text is
referred back to at the end
Foreshadowing - something that hints at a future event
Motif - an idea/image repeated in a text
Third person - not told from a personal perspective
Exposition - opening of a story
Climax - the main action in the story
Denouement - the ending a story

Structural devices:

Other notable works include The Grapes of Wrath, The Pearl and East of Eden.

John Steinbeck was an American writer (1902-1968) who was born in Salinas,
where the novella is set. He often wrote stories as morals or allegories, that
attempted to criticise or consider the social problems presented by the Great
Depression or struggles of particular groups that suﬀered segregation.

The American Dream is written into the Declaration of Independence: "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Lennie and George's dream of owning a
farm and living oﬀ the "fatta the lan" symbolises this dream. Of Mice and
Men shows that for poor migrant workers during the Depression, the American
Dream became an illusion and a trap.

George: Lennie’s closest friend, George is protective of Lennie and loyal towards him, claiming Lennie
stops him from getting mean. However, George can sometimes lack patience with Lennie’s optimism.

The Great Depression took place following the Wall Street Crash in October
1929 and aﬀected the world’s economy. Wall Street is a street in New York City,
where many ﬁnancial ﬁrms are based, and the term Wall Street is used to
describe the American sector. The Wall Street Crash happened as a result of the
following factors:
•
many normal Americans had started investing in the stock exchange and
borrowing money to do so
•
stock prices rose unsustainably
And then stock owners all attempted to sell shares at the same time (Black
Tuesday). Other actions that contributed included: too many goods being made
and not enough were being bought, food prices were dropping, aﬀecting
farmers’ incomes. Following the Wall Street Crash, the USA recalled the huge
loans that it had made to several European countries, meaning that the
European economy was also aﬀected by the crash.

Lennie: naïve, immensely strong and gentle, Lennie has a mental disability that means he is solely
reliant upon George. As a result, Lennie is the focus of Curley’s cruelty.

Characters:

Context:

YEAR 9 CYCLE 1 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - OF MICE AND MEN

Derogatory - using a
critical or disrespectful
manner

Colloquial - used in
everyday conversation

Allegory - a story with
a hidden meaning

Moral - concerned with
right or wrong

Novella - a short novel

Segregation - being
separate from others

Inevitable unavoidable

Microcosm something small that
represents something
larger

Hierarchy - a system
in which people are
ranked according to
power/status

Prejudice - judging
someone based on a
preconceived opinion

Context - what was
happening at the time
the text was written

Key vocabulary:
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Definition

A form for writing large or
small numbers. It consists
of a number between one
and ten multiplied by a
power of ten.

An expression or function
so related to another that
their product is unity; the
quantity
obtained
by
dividing the number one by
a given quantity.

An exponent or other
superscript or subscript
number appended to a
quantity. For example,

The product of a number
multiplied by itself.

A number that is the
product of three numbers
that are the same.

Skill

Standard
Form

Reciprocal

Indices

Square
Number

Cube
Number

125 (5 x 5 x 5)

27 (3 x 3 x 3)

8 (2 x 2 x 2)

81 (9 x 9)

9 (3 x 3)

4 (2 x 2)

4³ = 4 x 4 x 4

22 = 2 x 2

1 x 5 =1
5

1/5th is the reciprocal
of 5.

4 x 10⁻³ = 0.004

4 x 10³ = 4,000

Examples

Variable
(in an equation)

Coefficient
(in an equation)

Linear Equation

Not consistent or having a
fixed pattern; liable to
change.

The number in front of the
unknown.

Y = Mx + C

The equation of a straight
line usually in the form:

A statement that the values
of
two
mathematical
expressions are equal using
the equal sign (=).

Numbers, symbols and
operators
that,
when
grouped together, show the
value of something. It has
no equal sign.

Expression

Equation

Definition

Skill

Cycle 1 Stage 9 - Knowledge Organiser

Y = 3x + 5

coefficient

Y = 3x + 5

variable

If drawn, this line would have a
gradient of 3 and cross the y
axis at (0,2)

Y = 3x + 2

(X can be solved)

3x + 2 = 10

(X cannot be found without
further information)

3x + 2

Examples
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a negative index is the
reciprocal
of
the
expression with positive
index

To make something
larger
or
more
extensive.

Negative
Indices

Expand

Volume

A number that, when
multiplied by itself, will
result in a given
number.

Square Root

The amount of space
that a substance or
object occupies, or that
is enclosed within a
container.

In algebra, expanding
brackets is a required
skill

Definition

Skill

=5

= 2a + 6

2(a + 3)

1
.
4x4x4

The volume of the
cuboid is 18 squares.
(3 x 2 x 3 = 18)

Workings 2 x a = 2a
2x3= 6

Expand

4⁻³ =

4³ = 4 x 4 x 4

(Because 5 x 5 =25)

√25

Examples

Surface Area

Area

Perimeter

Balance
Method

Skill

Definition

The area of an outer part or
uppermost layer of something.

The amount of space the
shape takes up.

The continuous line forming
the boundary of a closed
geometric
figure.
Adding
around the outside.

A
process
for
solving
equations by doing the same
operation on both sides of the
equals-sign.

Cycle 1 Stage 9 - Knowledge Organiser

Perimeter = A + B + C

= 5

(divide by 3)

(subtract 2)

The area of the net for a 3D
shape would be its surface
area.

The shaded part of this shape
is its area

x

3x + 2 = 17
- 2 -2
3x
= 15
3
3

Examples
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Definition

A
straight
line
connecting two points
on the circumference
of a circle that passes
through the centre

The region of a circle
that
has
been
sectioned off by a
chord.

The part of a circle
enclosed by two radii
of a circle and their
intercepted arc.

A line connecting two
points
of
the
circumference of a
circle (does not go
through the centre).

Skill

Diameter

Segment

Sector

Chord

Example

A straight line from the centre
point of a circle to a point on
the circumference.

Part of the circumference of
the circle.

Arc

Radius

A straight line or plane that
touches a curve or curved
surface at a point.

The perimeter of a circle

Definition

Tangent

Circumference

Skill

Cycle 1 Stage 9 - Knowledge Organiser

Example
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Eukaryotic

Domain
Genome
Chromosome
Transmission
electron microscope
Scanning electron
microscope

Plasmid
Kingdom

Differentiation
Prokaryotic

Organ
Organ system

Mitosis
Tissue
Specialised
Benign tumour
Malignant tumour

Mutation
Carcinogen
Stem cells

Culture
Adult stem cell

Embryonic stem cell

Ethical

In-vitro fertilisation

Keyword
Chloroplast
DNA

Works by bouncing electrons off the surface of a specimen that has had an
ultrathin coating of a heavy metal, usually gold, applied. Used to view surface
shape of cells or small organisms
Cells that contain a true nucleus in the cytoplasm; e.g. plant and animal cells

Meaning
A cell structure found in green plants that contains chlorophyll
(Deoxyribonucleic acid) found as chromosomes in the nucleus – its sequence
determines how our bodies are made, and gives each one of us a unique
genetic code
A fertility treatment, whereby an egg is fertilised with sperm outside the body,
in a laboratory
Whether a process is considered to be right or wrong, based on moral
considerations
Unspecialised cells found in the early embryo that can differentiate into
almost any cell type in the body
The growing of cells in a lab
Rare, unspecialised cells found in some tissues in adults that can differentiate
only into the cell type where they are found, e.g. blood cells
Where the DNA within cells has been altered (this happens in cancer)
Substance or virus that increases the risk of cancer, e.g. ionising radiation
Unspecialised body cells (found in bone marrow) that can develop into other,
specialised, cells that the body needs, e.g. blood cells
Cell division that results in genetically identical diploid cells
Group of cells that work together, with a particular function
When cells or tissues become adapted to carry out their specific function
Slow-growing, harmless mass of cells that can usually be easily removed
Abnormal cancerous mass of cells that grows quickly and can spread to
other parts of the body
Group of tissues that carries out a specific function
Arrangement of organs in the body according to function; e.g. respiratory
system
When cells gain certain features needed for a function; they are specialised
Single cells of bacteria and Archaeans with DNA found in a loop not
enclosed in a nucleus
Small ring of DNA found in prokaryotic cells
The level of classification above phylum and below domain of living
organisms
The level of classification group above kingdom, suggested by Carl Woese
The entire genetic material of an organism
Thread-like structures in the cell nucleus that contain DNA
Uses an electron beam to view thin sections of cells at high resolution

HOW DO WE DEVELOP INTO A COMPLEX
ORGANISM FROM JUST A FERTILISED EGG CELL?
Cells differentiate to become specialised, and
specialised cells are organised.
When cell division accelerates out of control, cancer
develops.
Cells that are unspecialised in the embryo, and cells
that remain unspecialised in us as adults, are called
stem cells.
Stem cells could be used to treat certain conditions
and diseases that are currently untreatable.

HOW HAVE SCIENTISTS DEVELOPED THEIR
UNDERSTANDING OF CELL STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTION?
The structures inside cells do different jobs within
the cell.
The cells of bacteria are different from the cells of
plants and animals.

IN MULTICELLULAR ORGANISMS CELLS BECOME
SPECIALISED.
Specialised cells have a particular job to do.
Specialised cells are organised into tissues, tissues
into organs, and organs into body systems.

ALL LIVING ORGANISMS ARE MADE OF CELLS.
Cells are the building blocks of life.
Cells contain specialised structures.
Organisms such as bacteria are unicellular.
All plants and animals are multicellular.

Key Facts

Cell structure, microscopes, magnification, stem cells

Cycle 1 Biology Year 9
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Periodic table

Mass number

Relative mass
Subatomic particles
Atomic number

Relative charge

Nucleus
Proton

Element
Neutron

Electronic
configuration
Atom

Electron shell

Inert
Period
Electron

Group

Prediction
Relative atomic mass,
Ar

Keyword
Chemical property
Periodic table
Physical property

The mass of a subatomic particle compared to the mass of a proton.
The smaller particles that make up atoms – protons, neutrons and electrons.
The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom. Also known as the proton
number.
The total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an atom (symbol A). Also
known as the nucleon number.
Chart in which the elements are arranged in order of increasing atomic number.

Atoms are small particles from which all substances are made. They are the smallest
neutral part of an element that can take part in chemical reactions.
A simple substance made up of only one type of atom.
Electrically neutral subatomic particle found in the nucleus of most atoms.
Charge = 0, Mass = 1
The positively charged centre of an atom.
A positively charge subatomic particle in the nucleus of all atoms.
Charge = +1, mass = 1
The electric charge of a subatomic particle compared to the charge on a proton.

A vertical column of elements in the periodic table. Elements in the same group
generally have similar properties.
Does not react.
A horizontal row in the periodic table.
Tiny particle with a negative charge that is found in shells around the nucleus of an
atom. Charge = -1, mass = very small (1/1800 x the size of a proton)
Areas around a nucleus that can be occupied by electrons, usually drawn as circles.
Also called an electron energy level.
The arrangement of electrons in shells around the nucleus of an atom.

Meaning
How a substance reacts with other substances.
An ordered list of all known elements.
A description of how a material behaves and responds to forces and energy.
Hardness is a physical property.
What you think will happen in an experiment and why you think this.
The mass of an element. Worked out by adding the mass of the protons and
neutrons. This is called relative atomic mass because it is relative (a comparison to) a
carbon atom.

Cycle 1 Chemistry Year 9

• Atoms are made up of a nucleus and shells
• The nucleus contains protons and neutrons and
has a positive charge.
• The electron shells contain the electrons and
have a negative charge.
• The overall charge of an atom is 0 (neutral)
because the protons and electrons cancel each
other out.
• The first electron shell can contain a maximum
of 2 electrons.
• Shell 2 and above can contain 8.
• The group number is the same as the number
of electrons on the outer shell. E.g sodium is
group 1 and has 1 electron on its outer shell.
• The period number is the same as the number
of shells. E.g sodium is in period 3 and has 3
shells.
• An element contains only one type of atom.
• A compound contains two or more types of
atom joined by a chemical bond.
• A molecule is when two or more atoms are
joined by a bond.
• A compound is a molecule because it has more
than one atom joined by a bond.
• An element can be a molecule providing the
atoms joined together are the same. E.g oxygen
has 2 atoms joined by a bond (O2)

Key Facts

Elements and compounds
Atomic structure
Periodic table

Cycle 1 Topics
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Meaning
forces that act between two objects that are physically touching each other.
forces that act between two objects that are not physically touching each other.
Distance moved in a particular direction; it is a vector quantity and is equal to the
area under a velocity–time graph; symbol s, unit metres, m
Velocity
The speed of an object in a certain direction. A vector quantity (has size and
direction).
Average speed
Total distance traveled by an object divided by the time taken to cover that distance.
Tangent
a straight line that touches a curve at only one point
Air resistance
A frictional force acting on an object that is moving through the air
Drag
force that resists the motion of an object through a gas and liquid
Gradient
The ‘slope’ of a line, change in y divided by the change in x
Velocity-time graph
Graph with velocity on the y-axis and time on the x-axis; the gradient of a
velocity/time graph is equal to the acceleration.
Sketch graph
A line graph, that shows the general shape of the relationship between two variables.
Rate of change
The change in a variable over a given time
Free-body diagram
models the forces acting on an object. The object is shown as a box, The forces are
shown as arrows.
Unbalanced forces
When forces acting on an object are not equal, there’s a resultant force in a direction
Resolving a force
A single force can be broken down into two component forces at right angles
Components of a
One of two forces, at right angles to each other, that can be added together to form
force
a resultant force.
Equilibrium
An object in equilibrium will not turn or accelerate - there is no resultant force and
the clockwise moments are equal to the anticlockwise moments.
Newton’s first law
An object at rest stays at rest and an object in motion stays in motion with the same
speed and in the same direction unless acted upon by an unbalanced force.
Newton’s second law The acceleration of an object is dependent upon two variables - the net force acting
upon the object and the mass of the object
Inertia
The tendency of an object to continue in its current state unless acted on by a
resultant force.
Inertial mass
A measure of how difficult it is to change the velocity of an object. It is defined as the
ratio of force over acceleration.
Gravitational mass
the mass of an object as measured by its gravitational attraction for other objects.
Mass
The amount of matter an object contains. Mass is measured in kg or g
Weight
The force acting on an object due to the pull of gravity from a massive object like a
planet. The force acts towards the centre of the planet, measured in newtons (N).
Gravitational field
How much an object would feel gravitational attraction from being around a body
strength
(such as earth). Earth has a gravitational field strength of 10 N/kg

Keyword
Contact force
Non-contact force
Displacement

WEIGHT AND MASS ARE NOT THE SAME.
The weight of an object depends on the
gravitational field strength.
Weight = mass x gravitational field strength.
The mass of an object will remain the same
regardless of a change in gravity, however weight
will change when gravity changes.

IN UNIFORM MOTION THE ACCELERATION IS
CONSTANT.
(final velocity)2 – (initial velocity)2 = 2 × acceleration
× distance
v2 − u2 = 2as

DISTANCE/VELOCITY - TIME GRAPHS CAN TELL US
ABOUT OBJECTS IN MOTION.
Speed tells us how fast something is moving.
When the velocity of an object is increasing, it is
accelerating.
When the velocity of an object is decreasing, it is
decelerating
The gradient on a velocity-time graph gives the rate
of change of velocity
The gradient of a distance-time graph gives us the
speed of an object

ALL OBJECTS HAVE FORCES ACTING UPON THEM.
Forces can be either contact or non-contact.
Forces happen in all directions and if the forces are
unbalanced there will be a resultant force.
Resultant forces often lead to an object in motion.
A free-body diagram can be used to show the forces
acting upon an object.

Key Facts

Forces, Speed, acceleration, velocity-time graph

Cycle 1 Physics Year 9

Year 9 French Knowledge Organiser
Cycle 1 - Vocabulary
Theme 1 - Unit 1: Me, family & friends

adorer
aimer
casse-pieds
le chat
le chien
le / la cousin(e)
le demi-frère
la demi-sœur
détester
divorcé(e)
la famille monoparentale
le frère
la grande sœur
la grand-mère
le grand-père
les grands-parents
habiter
le lapin
la mère
mon, ma, mes
le nom
les parents
le père
le petit frère
la sœur

to love
to like/love
annoying
cat
dog
cousin
half / step-brother
half / step-sister
to hate
divorced
single-parent family
brother
big sister
grandmother
grandfather
grandparents
to live
rabbit
mother
my
name
parents
father
younger brother
sister

I can answer these questions:
●
●
●
●

Quelle est ta personnalité?
Il y a combien de personnes dans ta famille?
Tu t’entends bien avec ta famille?
Décris ton/ta meilleur(e) ami(e).

l’ami(e)
amusant(e)
bien s’entendre avec
le / la copain / copine
critiquer
désagréable
difficile
se disputer
drôle
égoïste
en commun
en / de plus
le / la fils / fille unique
généreux(-se)
gentil(le)
le goût
il/elle m’énerve

intelligent(e)
jaloux(-se)
laisser
méchant(e)
mignon(ne)
paresseux(-se)
parfois / quelquefois
le petit ami
la petite amie
le petit copain
la petite copine
sévère
sortir
souvent
sympa
timide
vraiment

friend
funny
to get on well with
pal, mate
to criticise
unpleasant
difficult
to argue
funny
selfish
in common
moreover
only son / daughter
generous
kind
taste, interest

h
 e/she gets on my nerves

intelligent
jealous
to let
naughty, nasty
cute
lazy
sometimes
boyfriend
girlfriend
boyfriend
girlfriend
strict
to go out
often
nice
shy
really

9

Year 9 French Knowledge Organiser
Cycle 1 - Grammar
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The majority of earthquakes and volcanoes are found along plate
margins. The Ring of Fire is a chain of earthquakes and volcanoes
around the Pacific Ocean. One exception is Hot Spots, which form
when a magma plum reaches the crust. This process formed the island
of Hawaii.

Distribution of earthquakes and volcanoes

There are 2 theories of why plates
move: convection currents and
ridge push, slab pull.

These plates move and where
they meet you get tectonic activity
(volcanoes and earthquakes).

The crust is split into major
fragments called tectonic plates.
There are 2 types: Oceanic (thin
and younger but dense) and
Continental (old and thicker but
less dense)

Heat from the core causes convection
currents in the mantle. These cause the
mantle to move as it heats and cools. These
currents slowly move the crust around.

Structure of the Earth

Population growth
Global climate change
Deforestation
Wealth - LICs are particularly at risk as they do not have the
money to protect themselves

The earth has 4 layers

What affects
hazard risk?

Natural hazards are physical events such as earthquakes and volcanoes
that have the potential to do damage humans and property. Hazards
include tectonic hazards, tropical storms and forest fires.

What are Natural Hazards?

The challenge of Natural Hazards

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Earthquakes
Constructive margins – usually small
earthquakes as plates pull apart.
Destructive margins – violent
earthquakes as pressure builds and is then
released
Conservative margins – plates slide past
each other. They catch and then as
pressure builds it is released eg San
Andreas fault. .

Property and farm land destroyed
People and animals killed or injured
Air travel halted due to volcanic ash
Water supplies contaminated

Primary - Volcanoes

Property and buildings destroyed
People injured or killed
Ports, roads, railways damaged
Pipes (water and gas) and electricity
cables broken

Primary - Earthquakes

•

•

•

Economy slows down. Emergency services
struggle to arrive
Possible flooding if ice melts Tourism can
increase as people come to watch
Ash breaks down leading to fertile farm land

Secondary - Volcanoes

• Business reduced as money spent repairing
property
• Blocked transport hinders emergency services
• Broken gas pipes cause fire
• Broken water pipes lead to a lack of fresh water

Secondary - Earthquakes

Primary effects happen immediately. Secondary effects happen as a result of the
primary effects and are therefore often slightly later.

Effects of Tectonic Hazards

• Constructive margins – Hot magma
rises between the plates eg. Iceland.
Forms Shield volcanoes
• Destructive margins – an oceanic plate
subducts under a continental plate.
Friction causes oceanic plate to melt and
pressure forces magma up to form
composite volcanoes eg the Pacific Rim

Volcanoes

Earthquakes and Volcanoes
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Prediction

By observing monitoring
data, this can allow
evacuation before event

Planning

Avoid building in at risk
areas
Training for emergency
services and planned
evacuation routes and
drills.

Seismometers measure earth
movement.
Volcanoes give off gases

Protection

Reinforced buildings and making
building foundations that absorb
movement
Automatic shut offs for gas and
electricity

• Repair and re-build
properties and infrastructure
• Improve building regulations
• Restore utilities
• Resettle locals elsewhere
• Develop opportunities for
recovery of economy
• Install monitoring technology

• Issue warnings if
possible
• Rescue teams search
for survivors
• Treat injured
• Provide food and
shelter, food and drink
• Recover bodies
• Extinguish fires

Monitoring

Long-term

Immediate (short
term)

Responses to Tectonic Hazards

9000 killed, 20,000 injured, 8 million people
affected
Widespread damage to buildings and roads
Power, water cut off, US45 billion damage

LICs suffer more than HICs from natural disasters because they are not as
prepared and struggle to react effectively

Roads repaired, landslides cleared, flood lakes
drained.
International conference for technical/financial
help.
Indian border blockage caused fuel/medicine
shortages

Long term responses

Overseas aid e.g. Oxfam
Aid including helicopters for search and rescue
300,000 people migrated from Kathmandu to
friends/family for support/shelter

Immediate Responses

Landslides/avalanches cut off villages
Mt Everest avalanche killed 19 people
Flooding from rivers blocked by landslides.

Secondary Effects

Roads repaired in 24 hrs
Water/power restored in 10 days
US$60 million appear built 30,000
shelters
Swift response by emergency services
No need for foreign aid
Government reconstruction plan
helped 200,000 households
Full recovery in 4 years.

Nepal
Primary Effects

Landslides cut towns off
Tsunami damaged coastal towns
Chemical plant near Santiago evacuated

500 killed, 12,000 injured
Destruction of buildings and roads.
Power, water, communication cut
US$30 billion damage

Chile

Comparing Earthquakes – Chile 2010 (NEE) and Nepal, 2015 (LIC)
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Why:-Linked to the devil, Unemployment,
unrest a�er the Civil War and religious
uncertainty.
Ma hew Hopkins- Hopkins made a lot of
money searching out witches which he got
to confess either by sleep depriva on or
swim test.
Henry VIII, 1542- Made Witchcra�
punishable by death.
James 1st- Was a keen witch hunter. He
wrote a book on witchcra� called
‘Demonologie’.

-Up to 1,000 people were executed for
witchcra� between 1542 and 1736.
-The most common type of punishment was
hanging.

Treason= When you betray your country,
especially by a emp ng to kill or overthrow
the leader or government.

Gunpowder Plot – 1605
Who:- Gang of Catholics led by Robert
Catesby and including Guido Fawkes
Events: - planned to blow up the king and
restore catholic faith. Hung drawn and
quartered for treason. This is an example of
religious and poli cal inﬂuence and of harsh
punishments. Guy Fawkes is the key
individual punishment ﬁrst by torture on the
rack then by hung , drawn and quartered as
an example for others.
Why; religion – they wanted to restore
Catholicism to England

WITCHCRAFT

To do this, he introduced new crimes:
Forest laws- Made poaching on royal lands
illegal.
Rebellions by the Saxons- Were stopped
with extreme violence by the Normans.
Murdum Law – If a Norman was found
murdered in your area then the Hundred
would have to pay a ﬁne.

NORMANS
The Normans conquered England in 1066.
William of Normandy needed to establish
control over the Saxons.

TREASON

ANGLO- SAXONS
The King and the nobility decided on crimes.
Crimes were separated into four categories:
Crimes against property- Crimes that involve
taking or damaging something that belongs
to another person.
Crimes against the person- Crimes that cause
physical harm to another person.
Crimes against authority- Crimes against the
people who were in charge.
Moral Crimes- Ac ons that don’t physically
harm anyone, or their property but didn’t
match up to society’s views on decent
behaviour.

However, many of the rich people did not see
poaching this way. The Black Act, 1723- You
could face the death penalty if you were caught
poaching hare, rabbits or deer.

Poaching was seen by many as a social crime.
This is a crime that people allow to happen
even though it is illegal. This is because they
think what the people are doing is acceptable
and don’t see their ac ons as being a crime.

Poaching= The illegal hun ng or capturing of
wild animals.

POACHING

1401-The punishment of being burned at the
stake was introduced.
1533- When Henry VIII changed the Church in
England, it led to the crime of Heresy growing,
as religious ideas changed quite frequently
between Catholic and Protestant ideas.
Tudor Heresy Killings:
Henry VIII- 81 people
Edward VI- 2 people
Mary 1- 283
Elizabeth 1- 5
1612- Last execu on for Heresy.

HERESY
Heresy= Holding a set of beliefs diﬀerent to
those of the tradi onal religion of the me.

HISTORY Crimes 1000-2000

Why: Banks were very small in number and so
people carried a lot of valuables with them on the
road, horses and guns were cheaper to buy, there
were lots more people travelling on the roads, a
lot of roads were isolated.

Highway robbery= Someone on horseback robbing
someone traveling on the road.
Highway Robbery became a large crime in the
1700s:
1772- The death penalty was introduced for
anyone found armed and in disguise on a high
road.
A�er 1815- The crime became less serious.
1831- Last reported case of highway robbery.

HIGHWAY ROBBERY

The government feared vagabonds because they
thought they would cause crime and so passed
laws to control them:
1495- Put in the stocks for 3 days.
1547- Vagrancy Act – First oﬀence= 2 years slavery.
Second oﬀence- Slavery for life or execu on.
1598- Whipped and sent home.

VAGABONDAGE
Vagabond= A person who wanders from place to
place without a home or job.
-This became a crime during the reign of the
Tudors (late 1400s/early 1500s)
-Why? The Popula on was growing, but there was
high unemployment, poor harvests, low wages and
food shortages.
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Why was it so hard to stop smugglers?
Large smuggling gangs- Between 50 and 100
men who were prepared to use violence.
Lack of law enforcement- There was no
police force at this me. There was a lack of
customs oﬃcers, whose job it was to stop
goods being smuggled in.
Money- You could earn a lot of money from
smuggling.
Social Crime- As a result of goods being
cheaper than if they were brought in legally,
people were happy for the crime to occur,
this included the wealthy!

What was the public's reac on to this?
They protested against it and said it was not
a fair punishment. The men had their
punishments overturned and came back to
England 2 years later.

What happened to them?
They were arrested, put on trial, and
sentenced to 7 years transporta on to
Australia.

Why did they join a trade union? Because
they were facing poor wages and food
shortages.

Who? Leaders of a trade union in Tolpuddle,
Dorset, were arrested for saying a secret
oath.

Smuggling= The illegal movement of goods
into or out of a country.

-Import du es refers to the tax forced on
goods when they are transported across
interna onal borders.
-In the 1700s the government introduced
import tax on a range of goods- including
alcohol and tea- in order to make money.
-Smuggling carried the death penalty as a
result of this.

TOLPUDDLE MARTYRS

SMUGGLING

•Ex-soldiers, who chose not to ﬁght in WWII,
were not allowed to face a tribunal. Instead
they were found alterna ve work to help the
war. Prison was a last resort.

•56, 162 people, including women, registered
as Conscien ous Objectors in WWII.

Conscien ous Objectors in WWII

Why did CO’s refuse to ﬁght?
•Moral Reasons- ‘Thou shalt not kill’ one of the
Bible commandments.
•Poli cal Reasons-Some felt the war was a ﬁght
between the ruling classes of Europe rather
than the ordinary people.
Conscien ous Objectors punishments:
•Be given a non-combat role in the war (they
don't have to ﬁght).
•Could be made to work in labour camps.
•Could be put in prison
•Could be executed by ﬁring squad.
••When the war was over they were not
allowed to have the vote un l 1926.

Conscrip on- Forced to sign up to ﬁght in a war.
Conscien ous Objector (CO)- Refused to take
part in a war because their conscience wouldn’t
allow it.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS

Crimes that have remained during the 20th and
21st century:
● Smuggling
● Terrorism

Crime that have changed due to technology:
● Fraud
● Copyright
● Terrorism
● Car Crime

Crimes that have changed due to a tudes:
● Race Rela ons
● Abor on legalised
● Homosexuality legalised.
● Hate Crimes
● Domes c Violence criminalised.
● Speeding
● Drink-Driving

20th CENTURY CRIMES
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Key beliefs

Exam practice

Creation

Beliefs & teachings: Christianity

Life after death

TASK:
The problem of
evil and suﬀering
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•

•

•

•

•
•

Incarnation

The suﬀering of Christ
Jesus’ resurrection & ascension

Salvation

Beliefs & teachings: Christianity

An act which seems to
break the laws of
nature

Miracles

Parables

A story used to teach a
lesson or a moral

Art, Craft and Design Year 9 Cycle 1-2
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.
Key words:
Abstract, Contrast, Design, Detail, Expressive, Final piece, Highlight, Monochrome, Observational, Outcome, Portrait,
Proportion, Realistic, Reflection, Research, Rough, Shading, Smooth, Solid, Surface, Symbol, Armature, Clay, Coiling,
Biscuit, Firing, Glaze, Marquette, Acrylic paint, Cartridge paper, Charcoal, Lino, Masking tape, Oil paints, Palette knife,
Pastels, Watercolour paint, Scalpel, Scissors, Tissue paper, Abstract, Contrast, Design, Detail, Expressive, Batik, Textile
Assessment Objective 2: Creative Making - refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting with appropriate
media, materials, techniques and processes.

Media

The substance that an artist uses to make art.

Materials

The same as media but can also refer to the basis of the art work eg. canvas, paper, clay.

Techniques

The method used to complete the art work, can be generic such as painting or more focused such as
blending.

Processes

The method used to create artwork that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Colour
Theory

Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue
Secondary: Primary + Primary
Tertiary: Primary + Secondary
Shades: Add black
Tints: Add white

Pencil

The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or for shading. Coloured pencils can be layered
to blend colours, some are water soluble.

Pen/Biro

Drawings can be completed in pen and shaded using hatching or cross hatching.

Pastel/Chalk

Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect.

Acrylic paint

A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create texture.

Watercolour

A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and layered.

Gouache

A pure pigment paint that can be used like watercolours or more thickly for an opaque effect.

Pressprint

A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into, to print the negative image - can be used more than once.

Monoprint

Where ink is transferred onto paper by drawing over a prepared surface. Only one print is produced
using pressure in certain areas.

Collograph

A printing plate constructed of collaged materials, producing prints that are based on textures.

Card
construction

Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting together.

Wire

Thick or thin wire manipulated to create 2D or 3D forms.

Clay

A soft, natural, substance used for sculpting. When fired, it can be glazed to create shiny colourful
surfaces. Different techniques included pinching, slab forming, coil building, hand built and wheel thrown.

Batik

A fabric technique using hot wax to resist coloured inks.

Silk painting

Fabric inks painted onto silk. Gutta can be used as an outliner to prevent colours mixing.

Complimentary: Colours opposite on the colour wheel
Harmonious: Colours next to each other on the wheel
Monochromatic: Shades, tones and tints of one colour
Hue: The pigment
Warm: Red, Orange, Yellow
Cold: Blue, Green, Purple
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Assessment Objective 3: Reflective Recording - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as
work progresses.
Methods of Recording

Annotation

Observational
drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects.

Describes writing notes, using images and explaining
your thoughts to show the development of your work.

First hand
observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects in
front of you.

Second hand
observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects.

Step 1 - Describe
What is this an image of?
What have you done here?
What was this stage of the project for?

Photographs

Using a camera or smartphone to record
images will class as first hand observation.

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as a
starting point for development.

Tonal shading

Produce a range of tones by varying the
pressure and layering - consider using softer
pencils for darker shades.

Dark

Light

Step 2 - Explain
How was the work made?
How did you produce particular effects?
How did you decide on the composition?
Step 3 - Reflect
Why did you use these specific methods?
Why do particular parts work better than others?
How would you do things differently next time?

Hatching

Cross-hatching Stumping

Stippling

Stages of Drawing: Basic shapes > Accurate shapes > Detail > Shading
Assessment Objective 4: Personal Presentation - Present a personal and meaningful response that realises
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.
Formal Elements of Art

Developing
your idea as
a final piece
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Composition Layouts

Rough - A basic sketch of a final idea
A Visual/Maquette - A small image or model created in the selected materials
Final Piece - An image or sculpture pulling all preparatory work together

Year 9 - Cycle 1-2 Natural Forms
TIER 2
Publish prepare and
issue a book, or
journal, for
public sale
Inspire - fill
someone with
the urge to do
something
creative
Magnify -make
something
appear larger
than it is,
especially with a
lens or
microscope.
Valued considered to
be important or
beneficial;
cherished
Institute - an
organization
having a
particular
purpose,
especially one
that is involved
with science,
education, or a
specific
profession
Enlarged having become
or been made
larger.
Recognised show official
appreciation of;
reward formally.
Skyscraper - a
very tall building
of many
storeys.

Artists/Designers

Karl Blossfeldt
German photographer, sculptor, teacher and artist.
Born 13th June 1865, died 9th December 1932.
Worked in Berlin, Germany. Best known for his
close-up photographs of plants and living things,
published in 1929 as Urformen der Kunst. Was
inspired by nature and the ways in which plants
grow. Made many of his photographs with a
homemade camera that could magnify the subject
up to thirty times its size. He believed that 'the
plant must be valued as a totally artistic and
architectural structure.'
Georgia O’Keeffe
American artist, born 15th
November 1887, died 6th March
1986. Studied at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago and
the Art Students League of New
York. Worked for 2 years as a
commercial illustrator. Best
known for her paintings of
enlarged flowers, New York
skyscrapers and New Mexico landscapes. Has been recognised as “the
Mother of American Modernism”.
Andy Goldsworthy
British sculptor, photographer
and environmentalist. Born
25th July 1956. Studied fine
art at Bradford College of Art
1974-75 and Preston
Polytechnic 1975-78.
Produces site specific sculptures and land art. The materials used often
include flowers, icicles, leaves, mud, pinecones, snow, stones, twigs, and
thorns. Photographs the work due to its transient nature.
Peter Randall Page
British artist and sculptor.
Born 2nd July 1954. Studied
sculpture at Bath Academy of
Art from 1973-77. Best
known for his stone sculpture
work. Inspired by geometric
patterns in nature. Helped
design the Education Resource Centre at the Eden Project in Cornwall.
Has a large sculpture called The Seed on display there.

TIER 3
Sculptor - an artist
who makes
sculptures (3D art)
Photographer - a
person who takes
photographs,
especially as a job
Close-up - a
photograph taken at
close range and
showing the subject
on a large scale.
Subject - the topic
dealt with or the
subject represented
in a work of art.
Artistic - pleasing
to look at
Architectural- the
art or practice of
designing and
constructing
buildings
Structure - a
building or other
object constructed
from several parts
Illustrator - a
person who draws
or creates pictures
for magazines,
books, advertising,
etc.
Modernism - a style
or movement in the
arts that aims to
depart significantly
from classical and
traditional forms
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Year 9

Cycle Number 1

New opportunities arise and new ideas are created.
People who want to start up a business are called
ENTREPRENEURS.
Reasons why new business ideas come about;
1. Changes in what consumers want i.e. more health
conscious, online downloading. Changing tastes and
designs
2. Products and services become obsolete
3. Advances in technology i.e broadband access, Apps
Entrepreneurs need to create business ideas to
satisfy new demands. Keep existing customers and
attract new ones.
Technology like downloading films and music can
make products such as DVD’s and CD’s less popular.
Changes in e-commerce or m-commerce mean
changing opportunities for business. Businesses like
Amazon and E-Bay make online purchasing far easier,
cheaper and often faster. There is no need to pay rent
and other costs on a shop when selling online.
Social media allows businesses to advertise through
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube etc. A very cheap way of
promoting the business.
How new ideas come about
Adapting an existing product or services to keep
up with changing trends. Can be less risky than
launching a new product. Lucozade has developed new
flavours and a drink for the fitness market.
Changing a brand name can also help. Snickers used
to be called Marathon bars.
Respond to new fashions by offering different
coloured products.

Dynamic Nature of Business

Subject : Business

Loyalty- wanting to always
support something or someone

Start up - a new business

M Commerce - using mobile
devices for business activities

E Commerce - using the
internet for business activities

Unique Selling Point (USP) something that makes a product
stand out from competitors

Intuition - knowing something,
also known as a ‘gut feeling’.

Cash Flow - money coming in
and going out of the business

Obsolete out of date/not used

Consumer - someone who
buys and uses goods / services

Enterprise - entrepreneurial
activity

Entrepreneur - someone who
creates a business, taking on
financial risk to making profit

Key words

Risk and Reward

Entrepreneurs must balance the risk and reward of a
business opportunity to see if the potential rewards are
worth the risk involved.
Entrepreneurs always have to take risks. These include:
Business failure includes having cash flow problems so
there is not enough to pay wages, other bills or suppliers
along with unexpected costs and unexpected drop in sales
and therefore sales revenue (money coming into business)
Financial loss caused by the entrepreneur not making the
money back they invested in starting up the business or
could be caused by simply not having enough money to
launch the product that attracts customers attention.
Lack of security means that the entrepreneur does not
have the security of working for someone else, or the
security of a regular wage or sick pay or a pension from
your employer. Using your own money to set up your
business leads to financial insecurity as you may have run out
of money, and all savings may have been used.
Rewards are what the entrepreneur sees as success i.e.
working for yourself, making all of your own decisions
Business success is a key motivation, starting from nothing
and building up to something successful, or having the idea
that no one has thought of before. Being able to provide
work for people by giving them jobs is also rewarding.
Profit is a major reward. The greater the investment the
greater is the reward when profits are made.
Independent is a reward. Not having to work for someone
else and being able to make all of your own decisions,
including taking risks others may not agree to, can be very
rewarding.
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Year 9

Cycle Number 1

categories
Producing goods or services
The more goods and services that satisfy consumers
needs/wants leads to more competition. This leads to
increased profits that are reinvested leading to further
growth, thus creating jobs and wealth.
Meeting customer needs
Offering people exactly what they want and
understanding their changing needs leads to positive
relationships allowing for feedback and then changes to
improve products and services or develop new ideas.
Adding value
This means increasing a products value. It could be the
difference between the final price and the cost of
producing the item. Value can be added through:
Branding – if customers are more attached to a brand
then they will pay more for it, so that adds more value.
Brand loyalty means people stay loyal to your product.
Convenience – easy to access, always available, easy
to pay then this makes the product/service more
convenient and leads to repeat business/brand loyalty.
Quality – a quality product or design means people
keep coming back. Good reputation for good quality
helps to add value and attractive people Unique
Selling Point (USP) – this is something unique to
your product or service and distinguishes it from
competitors products or services. It could be the price
or quality or the fact it is first one onto the market.

Role of Business Enterprise - 3

Creating a completely original product or service
to satisfy a new or previously unknown customer
trend.

Subject : Business

Role of entrepreneurship
It is important to consider what
entrepreneurs do. Their
activities include –
Organising resources – These
include finance, people and
physical items like equipment
and machinery.
Making business decisions –
They make all of their own
decisions, which can be a
responsibility if they employ a
number of people. Must also be
able to solve problems that
customers may have and need
resolving.
Taking risks - Financial risk
taking is vital and it is important
to try to minimise risks.

Sales Revenue - amount of
money that comes in from a
business’s sales

Overdraft - a facility offered by
banks that allow the holder to
borrow money at short notice

Asset - item of value a business
owns - machinery / premises

EXTERNAL includes a government grant, a loan, selling
shares, venture capital, overdrafts, trade credit, owner
putting own money into business or friends & family putting
money in.

INTERNAL to a business includes using retained profits
from previous year, selling some assets to raise money.

Long term include Personal Savings, Venture Capital,
Share Capital, Loans, Retained Profit and
Crowdfunding

Long-term Finance
~Long-term sources of finance tend to be for larger
amounts of money that are needed for longer periods of
time, e.g. for start up purposes or for business expansion.
~There are different types of long term finances.

Short term include Overdraft and Trade Credit

What are Sources of Finance?
~ are where a business can obtain money from.
~ assist with business start up.
~assist with operating costs i.e, wages, supplies, gas bills etc.
~help with expansion costs of a business, e.g. investing in
new technologies.
Short-term Finance
~ Short-term sources of finance are for small amounts of
borrowing, which must be repaid within a year.
~ There are different types of short-term finance.

Sources of Business Finance

CYCLE 1 - Know how food can cause ill health

Unit 1 : LO4 Know how food can cause ill health
KEY TERMS
HWK 1
Bacteria: microscopic
single
celled living organisms
(some can cause food
poisoning)
Contaminate: making a
food unsafe to eat by
allowing it to come into
contact with microbes
that will grow and
multiply
Food spoilage: when
something happens
which makes food
unfit/unsafe to eat
Microorganism:
Tiny plants and animals
that are only visible
under a microscope
Pathogenic: something
that is capable of causing
illness
Toxins: another name
for poisons.

Cross contamination:
HWK 1
When microbes from
one place are transferred
onto food contaminating
it.
Examples include:
-not washing your hands
between touching raw
chicken and other food.
-sneezing into your hand
and not washing them
before handling food.
-using the same knife to
cut raw fish and fresh
bread that has only been
quickly wiped clean
between with a dirty
dishcloth.
-storing muddy
vegetables next to
cooked meat.
Washing hands regularly
when cooking is essential
as is using clean
equipment.

HWK 3
High risk foods:
Foods high in protein and moisture.
Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, shellfish, seafood

Growth conditions
needed for bacteria
HWK 2
A suitable
temperature: all
microbes have an
optimum temperature
where they grow fastest.
At high temperatures
they are destroyed and
at low temperatures they
become dormant
(asleep)
Moisture supply: If
there is not enough
water they cannot grow
or multiply as its needed
for biological processes.
Food supply: Need
nutrients and energy
Time: the more suitable
the conditions the
quicker they will grow
The right pH

How can growth and
multiplication of
microbes be
controlled?
HWK 2
Cook food thoroughly
Do not leave in a warm
room for a long period
of time
Cool down cooked food
within 90 minutes and
refrigerate or freeze
Preserve food by drying
it or with high
concentrations of salt or
sugar
Keep food covered
Keep food away from
contaminated areas
Store, cook and cool
foods quickly and
thoroughly
Use food by its use by
date
Preserve food in acid

HWK 3
Low risk foods:
Dry foods
Cereal, crackers, bread, jam, pickles

Causes of food related ill health
HWK 3
Microbes:
Bacteria- Bacteria can multiply in the right conditions every 15 minutes. Examples of food poisoning
bacteria
Salmonella: found in eggs, chicken, raw meat. Symptoms of salmonella food poisoning vomiting, diarrhoea,
fever
E.coli: found in raw meat, raw vegetables. Symptoms of E.coli food poisoning vomiting, diarrhoea, stomach
cramps
Listeria : found in raw meat, dairy products, soft cheese. Symptoms of Listeria food poisoning include flu
like symptoms can cause miscarriage of unborn baby
Moulds- Moulds are tiny fungi that send out tiny spores which land on the surface of food, in the right
conditions moulds will grow and multiply causing food spoilage
Yeasts- Yeasts are found in the air and will settle on sweet foods, wild yeasts are used to make sourdough
bread. Yeasts will ferment sugars into Co2 gas and alcohol, lots of pale brown spots will appear on the
surface of food
HWK 4
Chemicals, metals and Poisonous plants
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CYCLE 1 - Know how food can cause ill health
Some of these are very poisonous and can cause serious symptoms such as severe abdominal pain, vomiting,
headache and dizziness within a very short time after consumption. Other chemicals gradually build up in the
body and over a period of time can cause serious damage to tissue and organs, sometimes causing cancer,
liver or kidney failure.
How do they get into the food?
Chemicals
Too much food additive (food colouring, preservatives), Cleaning chemicals left on work surfaces, Poor
storage of chemicals in the food area, Too much chemical pesticide or fertiliser on a vegetable crop,
Environmental pollution (leaks, spills, poor disposal causing them to contaminate streams, rivers, into the
sea, soil), From plastic food packaging.
Metals
Metals react with acids in foods resulting in a chemical reaction that allows the metal to enter the food.
Poisons in Plants
Some contain natural substances that are poisonous to humans. Red Kidney beans, rhubarb leaves, wild
mushrooms, wild berries.

HWK 5
Unit 2 LO3: Be able to cook dishes.
Hygiene
Red Board: Meat
Green board: Vegetables
Wash hands before cooking with hot, soapy water.
Wash hands after handling eggs

Knife skills

Health and Safety
Hold knife in palm flat by side.
Oven gloves for removing trays from the oven
Wash

Bridge grip

Claw grip

HWK 5
Example Time plan
Time

Process

Special Points/ HACCP/
Contingencies

0

Mis en Place
Collect a green chopping board, sharp knife and
an onion

Wash hands and antibacterial
spray the surfaces
Green board for vegetables
Check ingredients are fresh
and dispose of any that aren’t
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Milestones

Emotional
development

People who use them
Nursery staff
Parents and carers
Doctors
Speech and language therapists
Health Visitors

Young Children’s development is usually measured
by early years professionals (such as nursery staff
and childminders). They might observe children’s
development by observing them. They will then use
development milestones, such as the department
for education’s version, which is called early years
outcomes. This enables them to see whether
children’s development is progressing as they
would expect.

Developmental milestones

Physical
development

Cognitive
and
intellectual

Communication and
Social
language
development

Factors that affect growth and development

Understand the Characteristics of children’s
development from birth to 5 years old.

Year 9 Cycle 1 Knowledge Organiser Child development

Babies reflexes;
Sucking reflex
Startle reflex
Walking or stepping reflex
Rooting reflex
Grasp reflex

Babies born on or around full-term have primitive
reflexes. These will be apparent immediately after
they are born. Midwives or doctors check the
reflexes immediately after they are born. They
check these to make sure the baby is well and their
central nervous system is working. Primitive
reflexes generally disappear around the ages of 2 to
6 months.

Infant reflexes

Babbling - A stream of sounds babies can
make before they can say actual words

Full term - Baby that is born on or around 40
weeks of pregnancy

Holistic - Parts that are interconnected

Circumference - The distance around
something in childcare the babies head

Consistent - Something that remains the
same over time

Proportion - Considered in comparison to
something else

Growth - an increase in size and mass

Key Terms

Non - verbal
Communication

Eye
contact

Pointing

Smiling

Doing up buttons or zips

Climbing stairs
climbing

Using a spoon and fork

Holding a pen or paintbrush

Running
Catching a ball

Fine motor skills- smaller
muscles in the hands

Gross motor skills - big
muscles in arms and legs

Communication and language - Developing
the ability to talk

Cognitive and intellectual - Thinking and
solving problems

Physical development - Using big and small
muscles to complete activities

Emotional development - Managing
feelings

Social development - Interacting with others

Waving

attention

Pulling on
clothes to
gain
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Year 9 Cycle 1 Computer Science Knowledge Organiser
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Flexibility – A wide range of
movement in a muscle.

Performance environment: Proscenium arch stage.

3. West Side Story

2. The Nutcracker!

1. Emancipation of
Expressionism

Three professional works:

1.Genisis 2.Growth and Struggle 3.The connection and
flow between people 4.Empowerment

Choreographic Approaches

IDENITY
DESCRIBE
ANALYSE

MERIT
DISTINCTION

FACTUAL
INFORMATION
OFFERING MORE
DETAIL
EXPLANATION WHY

Teaching movement material to performers:
the choreographer will teach pre-planned
movement to their dancers to ensure a
consistent approach across the company.

Responding to a stimulus: generating
movement from a starting point e.g an image

Refining and adjusting movement material:
resolving any timing or staging issues
ensuring the performance looks professional.

Collaboration: to work another individual
using their skill set to improve your
performance.

PASS

Confidence – To perform with energy
and commitment displaying skill level.

Timing – Perform to the beat

Focus – Eye line

Interpretive:

Co-ordination – The ability to perform
two movements simultaneously

Stamina – To maintain a high level of
energy over a period of time.

Dancers: 17 dancers (8 female / 9 male) Kenrick is one of
the dancers.

Structure/plot:

Physical:

Dance Skills

Year 9 Dance
Knowledge Organiser

Company: Boy Blue Entertainment

Choreographer: Kenrick H20 Sandy

Date first performed: May 2013

https://www.allsaintsacademydunstable.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/Emancipation-of-E-FF.pdf

Emancipation of Expressionism:
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Cross Cutting
When two or more scenes are happening on stage in
the same place or at the same time, the actors freeze
one scene whilst the other is in action then this one
freezes for the other to play out. Cutting across from one
action to the other.

Narration
When a character recounts events within the plot

Thoughts aloud/ Thought tracking
The characters share their private thoughts aloud within
a scene, often for the benefit of deepening a character
for the audience.

Duologue
Two characters speaking to each other in a scene.

Monologue
One character speaking aloud.

Dialogue
The words spoken by a character.

Stimulus
Can be an image such as a picture/ photograph/
painting; a piece of writing such as a poem/ letter/ lyrics/
newspaper article; an artifact or piece of music which is
used as a starting point to create drama.

Devising
The process of creating drama performance based on
research/ideas linked to a stimulus or brief.

Making Theatre Techniques: Mastering Words

Accent - Distinctive way to pronounce words which suggest the
character’s origins.

Emphasis - Stressing a word or phrase to make it stand out.

Volume - How loud or quiet someone is, indicates character (quiet
might be sad or nervous, loud could be a sergeant)

Pause - A dramatic pause for an effect.

Pace - The speed at which a character speaks (quicker is more
urge

Tone - the sound of your voice which suggests mood and
intention towards the listener (happy, sad, moody, uncertain)

Pitch - The high or low sound of the voice (child - higher pitch)

Diction - Fully pronouncing words with accuracy (Ts and Ds)

Verbal how we sound

Gait - A person’s manner of walking. (eg: long stride, quick pace)

Facial Expression - The movement of the face to communicate
emotions and social interactions of a character (eg: smile, frown)

Movement - The way an actor moves across stage to indicate a
character’s age, attitude or status.

Gesture - A movement of a specific part of the body to signal
meaning. Usually the head, hands or shoulders (eg: wave, nod,
shrug)

Body Language - The way the actor uses their body to
communicate meaning to an audience - such as the attitude or
age of their character.

Non-Verbal how we act

Acting: Characterisation Skills

DRAMA - YEAR 9 - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER C1

Thrust

In the Round

Traverse

Promenade

Proscenium Arch / End on

Staging Positions - Theatrical Spacial Awareness
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Life stage

Infancy

Early childhood

Adolescence

Early adulthood

Middle adulthood

Later adulthood

Age group

0-2 years

3-8 years

9-18 years

19-45 years

46-65 years

65+ years

Characteristic-is something that is
particular of people at a particular
lifestage.
Life stages-Distinct phases of life that
each person passes through
Growth-describes an increase in body
size, such as height and weight
Classification- involves grouping similar
things into categories
Development -involves gaining new skills
or abilities such as riding a bike
Infancy-begins from birth to two years
Lifestyle- involves the choices made that
affect health and development such as
diet and exercise.
Menopause- is the ceasing of
menstruation
Gross motor development-The skills
acquired to control and coordinate
large muscles, legs, torso (trunk of the
body and arms
Fine motor development-The skills
acquired to control and coordinate
small muscles-hands, fingers, toes

Year 9 Cycle 1 Knowledge Organiser Health and Social Care

The ageing process continues, which may affect memory and ability

Having more time to travel and take up hobbies as children may be leaving home; beginning the ageing process

Leaving home, making own choices about career and may start a family

Experiencing puberty, which brings physical and emotional changes

Becoming increasingly independent, improving thought processes and learning how to develop friendships

Still dependant on parents but growing quickly and developing physical skills

Developmental progress

Same pattern different rates
All infants and children pass through the same stages but they may do so a different ages. For example some infants may walk
around 11 months though others might not walk until they are 14 months

Inner to outer
Control starts from the body and moves out to the limbs, toes and fingers. Infants can control movements in their whole arm to
reach out before they can use finger muscles to hold an object

Top to toe
Development starts from th head down. Infants start by gaining control of their head before their back muscles and legs

Early stages of development
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3 months-lifts chest and head when lying on front
5-6 mths will roll from back to stomach

Sits without help around 8 months
Can walk holding onto furniture at 11-12 mths

Walks around 13 months
Climbs stairs at 18 months

Can kick and throw a large ball
Can propel a wheeled toy
At 2 years can walk upstairs
At 2.5 years will jump off a low step

6 mths-12 mths

12-18 mths

18mths2years
2-3 years

Gross motor skills

Birth-6 months

Age

Draws lines and circles with a crayon
Can turn pages of a book

Builds a tower with blocks
By 18 months can feed self with a spoon

12 months can pick up small object in fingers and
thumb and hold a cayron to scribble with

6 months can grasp and pass object from one hand
to another
9 months-can grasp things between finger and thumb

3 months-will hold rattle for a few moments
5-6 months will reach out and hold a toy

Fine motor skills

Development of physical skills in infancy and early childhood

Secondary sexual characteristics (Physical characteristics and signs that indicate the change from childhood to adulthood
-Development of breasts
-Pubic around around the penis for boys

Primary sexual characteristics (present from birth but do not mature until sex hormones are released.
-ovulations starts
-The enlargement of the testicles and production of sperm in boys

3-8 years old children generally have these fine motor skills
-Can thread small beads at 4 years old:can thread and use a needle to sew by 7-8 years old
-Can build a short tower with cubes and makes detailed models using construction blocks at 5 years
-Can hold a crayon to a make circles and lines at 3 years: can copy letter shapes with a pencil by 4 years:can use joined-up writing by 6 years.

Early childhood 3-8 years
-Can ride a tricycle around three years old, can ride a two wheeled bicycle at around 6-7 years
-Can walk backwards and sideways at 3 years, can run on their toes by 5 vears, can balance along a thin line ny 7 years
-Can catch a large ball with two hands at 3 years, can bounce a ball at 4 years: can catch a ball with one hand by 7 years

Girls
Breast begin to grow and nipples begin to
protrude
-hips widen and fat layers increase on
the bottocks
-menstruation begins
-sexual organs, the uterus and the vagina
grow
In boys and girls
Pubic hair and underarm hair grows
-There are growth spurts

Puberty (Adolescence 9-18 years)
Boys
-The larynx (voice box) grows and
causes the voice to deepen
-muscles and strength increase
-penile erections may occur
-facial hair appears
-the testes produce sperm

Year 9 Cycle 1 Knowledge Organiser Health and Social Care
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�ser percep�on o�:
- Colour (green for go red for stop)
- sound eg posi�ve high pitched sounds
- Symbols eg ( green �cks and red crosses)
Visuals , eg photographs, symbols and graphics
�ntui��e design:
- use of graphics to denote what bu�ons do
helpful pop-up messages
easy to use help features

Colours:
- use of limited range of colours
- use of organisa�onal house style
- Ensuring that colours do not clash
- use of textures, eg glossy, corporate textures
in colours, warm, fabric style
Font styles:
- Ensuring text style is readable
- Use of sans serif fonts for screen reading
- avoiding decora�ve fonts
Language:
- using appropriate language for user needs
- using language that is appropriate for user
skill level.

Design principles:

Layout:
- consistency throughout the whole interface
- keeping the layout as close as possible to user
e�pecta�ons
- placing important items in prominent posi�ons
- grouping related tasks together
- use of naviga�onal components eg search ﬁelds,
breadcrumbs
- use of input controls (drop down lists, �ck boxes)
�etaining informa�on:
- grabbing a�en�on (pop up messages)
- ensuring screen is unclu�ered
- clearly labelled items
- use of autoﬁll
- use of predetermined or default values
- use of �p text to help provide help

- providing appropriate amount of informa�on for
the task
- making appropriate use of white space.

A�ount o� in�or�a�on:

Design principles:

Demographics: Age, beliefs/values, culture, past experiences

Skill level– expert, regular, occasional, novice

Accessibility needs: Visual, hearing, speech, motor, cogni�ve

Audience needs:







State the purpose of a user interface?
Deﬁne the diﬀerent types of user interfaces?
�us�fy the diﬀerences between diﬀerent user interfaces
Explain the beneﬁts and drawbacks of a graphical user interface
Analyse how a user interface can be adapted to suit the needs of a blind

Speech and sound interface is a type of interface allows the user to speak

Menu driven interface This type of interface lets you interact with a computer or device by working your way through a series of screens or menus.

A Command Line Interface allows the user to interact directly with the
computer system by typing in commands (instruc�ons) into a screen
which looks similar to the one here:

A graphical user interface (GUI) is the most common type of user interface in use today. It is a very 'friendly' way for people to interact with the
computer because it makes use of pictures, graphics and icons - hence
why it is called 'graphical'.
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PERT Chart

- Task lists
- wri�en or graphical descrip�on
- �an� charts
- Cri�cal path diagram
- PERT charts
- Mood boards
- Mind maps

planning tools:
Cri�cal path diagram

a chart in which a series of horizontal lines shows the amount of work
done or production completed in certain periods of time in relation to
the amount planned for those periods.
A PERT chart is a project management tool used to schedule, organize, and coordinate tasks within a project.

Gantt Chart

PERT chart

- If an error is found
during one stage
- a previous stage
may have to be reworked

- Deliverable are produced at the end of each
stage - system speci�ca�on at the end of the analysis stage

One stage must be completed before the next
stage commences

- Analysis
- Design
- Tes�ng
-Evalua�on

There is a se�uence of dis�nct stages

In the agile Scrum world, instead of providing
complete, detailed descrip�ons of how everything
is to be done on a pro�ect, much of it is le� up to
the Scrum so�ware development team. This is
because the team will know best how to solve the
problem they are presented.

Scrum:

The Agile Method is a par�cular approach to pro�ect management that is u�li�ed in so�ware development. This method assists teams in responding to the unpredictability of construc�ng so�ware. It uses incremental, itera�ve work se�uences that are commonly known as sprints.

Agile

The process of making plans for something

Planning

Waterfall methodology :

A milestone is a task with zero duration. It appears on the Gantt
chart as milestone symbol. Milestones are generally used to indicate
important dates

A system of methods used in a particular area of study or activity. It is
an approach to managing a project life cycle. Provides a consistent
approach for all kinds of projects.

Milestones

Methodology
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A limitation or restriction

The time allowed for or taken by a process or sequence of events

A situation involving damage, harm or loss.

Timescales

Risks

Risks: poten�al risks to project, con�ngency planning



Constraints

Constraints: Time, resources, task dependencies, security.



A thing that is needed or wanted

Timescales: Overall �mescale, when tasks will be completed, including sub-tasks, key
milestones, including itera�ve review points with the user, when resources will be needed.



Requirements

Project requirements: User requirements, Output requirements, e.g. visual, audio, hap�c �nput requirements, e.g. mouse, keyboard, voice, touch, user accessibility requirements.



h�p://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesi�e/
dida/managing_projects/planningrev1.shtml

h�ps://www.teamgan�.com/blog/gan�-chartexample

h�ps://www.sinnaps.com/en/projectmanagement-blog/project-plan-examples

h�ps://www.teamgan�.com/guide-to-projectmanagement/how-to-plan-a-project

Audience and purpose.



How to create a project plan
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Other narrative ideas:
Stories move between restricted and unrestricted
narration.
Restricted = the audience know the same or less than
the characters
Unrestricted = the audience know more than the
characters
Moving between these different forms of storytelling
elicits different responses from the audience

Levi-Strauss - binary opposites
All stories are organised around opposites
Eg day and night
Good and bad
Police vs criminals
Innocent vs guilty

Todorov - narrative structure
All stories have the same structure. Events are calm at
the beginning (equilibrium) before something or
someone creates change and chaos (disequilibrium)
before the hero or heroine restores the world to calm
again (equilibrium).

Genre - a category of media product defined by a
set of codes and conventions, for example comedy.

Roland Barthes
Denotation - what is there
Connotation - what is suggested
Semiotics - the study of signs and symbols and their use
or interpretation
Enigma codes - puzzles or questions that keep the
audience viewing/reading/playing

Stereotype - a widely held but fixed and
oversimplified image or idea of a particular type of
person or thing
Counterstereotype - breaking and going against
stereotypes

Active Audience - the audience active engages in
making meaning

Narrative - story, and how it is organised

Enigma - a mystery or puzzle

Ethnicity - a social group that has a common
national or cultural tradition.

Gender - traditionally refers to male or female but
can also be used to encompass a broad range of
identities

Representation - how different groups in society
are presented

Low-key Lighting - dark, shadowy lighting

High-key Lighting - bright lighting

Mise-en-scene - visual film language

Key words

Media Theories

Year 9 Media Cycle 1 Knowledge Organiser
Television Genres - Sit-Com: Media Language, Representation and Genre

UK Sitcom on Channel 4
First Aired: 3rd February 2006
Setting: London
Characters: Jen, Moss, Roy
Set Episode:'The Final Countdown'
Stereotypes: Geek/Nerd, Women not knowing as
much about computers.
Challenging Stereotypes: Black Lead Actor playing a
geek. Female in a position of power over two males.

US Sitcom on NBC (in USA)
First Aired: September 1994
Setting: New York City
Characters: Rachel, Ross, Phoebe, Chandler, Monica &
Joey.
Set Episode:'The One Where Monica Gets A
Roommate'.
Stereotypes: Joey as cool-guy/ladies man, upbeat tone
pre-9/I I NYC, 'twixters' - between adolescence and
adulthood.
Challenging Stereotypes: Strong, working and
independent females living in NYC. 'New men' in
touch with emotions.

Media Texts
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Megamix
A medley of songs, usually by one composer, which
has been remixed
Overture
An instrumental medley of songs at the beginning of
an opera or musical, which highlights the music to
come

Pre-chorus
An optional section which can heighten the impact of
the song.

Bridge
A short transition section that usually happens towards
the end of a song. Can be used to break up the
repetitive pattern of a song.

Through-composed
Music which does not contain repetitive sections such
as verses or choruses.

Outro
The ending of a song, often in the form of a fade-out.
Sometimes contains no lyrics just like the intro.

Time signature
The number of beats in a bar and the length of those
beats

Chorus
The summary of what the song is about. The chorus
also usually contains the hook- the catchiest part of
the song.

Beat
The division of time within a song

Genre
Style of music - sometimes, a mashup can comprise
of two different genres

Remix
Mashups that also may have had their speeds or
pitches altered

Blend
Mixing two or more parts together by making them
sound like they belong together

Harmony
More than one contrasting musical line played/sung at
the same time

Tone
A gap of two steps or one leap between two notes.

Verse
Usually the first section after the introduction. Normally
consists of rhyming lyrics.

Mashup
A song created by blending two or more pre-recorded
songs

Medley
a musical composition made up of a series of songs or
short pieces

Cover
A new performance or recording by someone other
than the original artist or composer of a previously
recorded song

Mashups

Medleys

Covers

Year 9 Music Knowledge Organiser (C1) - Covers, Medleys and Mashups

AO1 - Develop ideas through sustained and focused
investigations informed by contextual and other sources,
demonstrating analytical and critical understanding.

Research, inspiration, mind
maps, shoot plans and your
ideas.

Artists/Photographers - Cycle 1 - Photo Illustration
Hattie Stewart is an Artist and Illustrator based in London,
UK. Although she is best known for 'doodlebombing' over
influential Magazines. her tongue-in-cheek artwork moves
fluidly between many creative fields including Fashion, Music
and Contemporary Art. Her work uses mainly bright and vivid
colours which are painted in block shapes and patterns. None
of her ‘doodlebombing’ is written, only shapes, patterns and
icons are used to create her work. Some of her work could be
classed as controversial, especially how she interprets fashion
magazine front covers, such as Vogue.
Nikki Farquharson Is an artist who combines bright
geometric shapes with photography. Originally a graphic artist
born and based in London, UK. She now specialises in
illustrating abstract and patterned art and typography by hand.
Anthony Neil Dart is a graphic artist who creates intricate,
digital designs that often combine graphic shapes, text and
fashion photography. He originally studied Fine art,
printmaking and photography and became a self taught digital
artist to obtain success.
AO2- Explore and select appropriate resources, media,
materials, techniques and processes, reviewing and refining
ideas as work develops.

Experimenting, photoshop
edits, manual edits, taking
photos using different
camera settings.

Technical Keyboard Shortcuts
Ctrl + N = New page
Ctrl + C = Copy
Ctrl + X = Cut
Ctrl + V = Paste
Ctrl + T = Transform
Ctrl + Alt + Z = Step backwards (Undo)
Ctrl + Shift + Alt + V = Paste into selection
Glossary of terms
DIGITAL EDITING - Changing a photograph on a computer or phone using editing apps such
as Photoshop.
MANUAL EDITING - Changing a photograph using your hands, for example writing, drawing
or painting over an image.
TECHNIQUES - The method used to either take the photo or to edit the photo.
PROCESSES - The method used to edit a photograph that usually follows a range of steps
rather than just one change.
MATERIALS - What the photographer has used to make the art work eg. canvas, paper, acetate,
tracing paper, paint, pen . . .
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SCANNING - A way of making a copy of your manual edits and viewing them on your
computer.
COMPOSITION - The arrangement or structure of the formal elements that make up an
image.
FRAMING - What the photographer has placed within the boundaries of the photograph.
CONTOUR - The outline of an object or shape.
ORGANIC SHAPE - Shapes based on natural objects such as trees, mountains, leaves, etc.
GEOMETRIC SHAPE - Simple rectilinear or curvilinear shapes found in geometry, such as
circles, squares, triangles, etc.
ILLUSTRATOR - Is a person who draws or creates pictures for magazines, books, advertising.
NEGATIVE SPACE - The space around and between the subject(s) of an image. It may be
most evident when the space around a subject, not the subject itself, forms an interesting shape
COLLAGE - A piece of art made by pasting various different images onto one page
TYPOGRAPHY - The visual art of creating written words in different styles.
AO3 - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to
intentions, reflecting critically on work and progress.

Writing, annotating, taking
photos etc . . .

Methods of recording;
● Storyboarding
● Taking photographs
● Producing contact sheets
● Annotating all stages
● Taking screenshots as work develops in photoshop
● Photograph work as it develops if manual editing
● Sketching ideas of manual outcomes
Annotation
● What is this an image of?
● How have you taken the photo?
● How does the photoshoot relate to the theme?
● How successful was your photoshoot?
● Which photos will you manually edit and why?
● How did you produce particular effects?
● How did you decide on the composition?
● Why do particular parts work better than others?
● How would you do things differently next time?
AO4 - Present a personal and meaningful response that realises Finished edits, outcomes,
intentions and, where appropriate, makes connections between project evaluation & final
visual and other elements.
piece.
A final piece can either be a completed edit or a sequence of
edits presented in your digital/manual sketchbook with an
evaluation that sums up your whole project and how you got
from the starting point to the end. It could also be a final piece
that is made outside of your sketchbook that physically relates
to, and sums up your project using a range of mixed media and
manual editing techniques.
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YEAR 9- SOCIOLOGY - FAMILIES Cycle 1
KEY WORDS
Socialisation – the way we learn the norms and
values of society.
Culture – the beliefs, ideas and principles of society.
Society – a group of people with a common culture.
Norms – informal rules that influence our behaviour.
Values – important beliefs a society holds.
Social Construction – the way society shapes our
behaviour.
Gender – the different characteristics attached to
males and females – not biological differences.
Family – is a group of two or more people linked by
birth, adoption or cohabitation based on a long term
relationship.
Cohabitation – living together not married.
Family Diversity – many different types of families
exist in society.
Functional – it does what it is expected to do – it
works.
Agents of Socialisation – groups which teach the
norms and values of society.

ALTERNATIVES TO THE FAMILY
Commune – a group of people living together and
sharing possessions and responsibilities.
Kibbutz – collective community in Israel, based on
farming.
House share – number of individuals live together.
Share bills and facilities but have their own belongings.
Residential Home – people who struggle to live by
themselves live here. They have their own rooms but
share community life.
Friendship & Kinship – friends are more important
than family.

RESEARCH METHODS KEY WORDS
Questionnaires – a list of pre-written usually closed
questions that people answer themselves.
Structural Interviews – List of pre-set questions
read out to the group.
Unstructured Interviews – Ask a general question
– no pre-set questions.
Participant Observation – Becoming part of the
group to watch them closely.
Non Participant Observation – watching people
from the outside.
Official Statistics – Data provided by the
Government.

SOCIOLOGISTS
Functionalists – consensus theory – they believe society
has the same norms and values. Everyone agrees and the
family keeps society going.
Marxists – conflict theory- society is unequal. The rich
keep the poor, poor and powerless.
Feminists – conflict theory – society is male dominated.
New Right – They want society to be old fashioned and
traditional.
Interactionalists – interested in how people behave
towards each other and the meanings they give to things.
FAMILY TYPES
Nuclear Family – A family with 2 parents and their
biological or adopted children.
Extended Family – Parents, their children and other
relatives living together. eg grandparents.
Lone Parent Family – A family with only a mother or
father.
Reconstituted Family – when 2 adults with children from
previous relationships remarry.
Beanpole Family – a family whose living members come
from many different generations but with few members in
each generation.
Same Sex Family – families headed by a couple of the
same sex.
FUNCTIONS OF THE FAMILIES
1. Functionalists
Murdock – 4 roles of the family.
● Reproduction – create next generation
● Regulate sexual activity
● Economic support – food shelter – clothes
● Socialisation – teach norms & values
Parson’s Two Roles of the Family
● Primary Socialisation – passing on the norms &
values
● Stabilisation of Adult personalities – relieves stress
and provides emotional support.
Men should have Instrumental Role – the breadwinner
providing for the family.
Women should have Expressive Role caring for the family.
2. Marxist View
● Family continues the irregularities in society.
● Rich pass their wealth onto their children.
● Money allows rich to get a better education.
● Socialisation makes the working class accept their
position in society.
● Zaretsky believes the family help the working class to
deal with the harsh effects of capitalism.
● Zaretsky also sees the family important as it’s a unit of
consumption.
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Case Studies – Studying just one person or a small
group.
Experiments – involves controlling the variables,
observing, recording and measuring a control group.
Longitudinal Studies Study the same group over an
extended period of time.
RESEARCH METHODS
All research methods have to be looked at in terms of
their practical, ethical & theoretical advantages. This
is called PETS.
Practical Factors
● How long it takes? Do you get enough people
responding?
● How expensive it is?
● How easy it is to access the group you want to
research.
Hawthorne Effect – will people act differently if they
are being watched.
Ethical
● Will it cause anyone harm?
● Are you deceiving anyone?
● Is your research anonymous?
● Have you got consent?
Theoretical
● Do you want to get lots of people to research on?
● Do you want to find out the meaning behind the
research (Validity).
● Do you want to repeat it and get the same
responses (reliability).
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3. Feminists View
● Family benefits men more than women.
● There is nothing biological which says women should
stay home and care for children.
● Parents use canalisation – they channel their children
towards certain toys and activities which reinforces
gender roles.
Delphy and Leonard
● Women do unpaid work in the home for husband and
children. Women are lower in the family hierarchy than
men which is why they perform these tasks.
● Man’s role as Breadwinner is seen as more important
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To win you have to score more
goals than that of your
opponents. If the scores are level
after 90 minutes then the game
will end as a draw apart from in
cup games where the game can
go to extra time and even a
penalty shootout to decide the
winner.

The aim of football is to score
more goals then your opponent in
a 90 minute playing time frame.
The match is split up into two
halves of 45 minutes. After the
first 45 minutes players will take
a 15 minute rest period called
half time. The second 45 minutes
will resume and any time deemed
fit to be added on by the referee
(injury time) will be accordingly.

Football (Soccer) is one of the
oldest sports in the world and
with that; it’s also one of the most
recognised. The pinnacle of the
international game comes in the
form of the Football World Cup.
There are also tournaments such
as the Euro Championships,
Copa America and the African
Cup of Nations. Domestically the
strongest leagues come from
England (English Premier
League), Spain (La Liga), Italy
(Serie A) and Germany
(Bundesliga). In parts of the
world the sport is also known as
Soccer.

The ball must have a
circumference of 58-61cm and be
of a circular shape.

To score the ball must go into your
opponent’s goal. The whole ball
needs to be over the line for it to
be a legitimate goal. A goal can be
scored with any part of the body
apart from the hand or arm up to
the shoulder. The goal itself
consists of a frame measuring 8
feet high and 8 yards wide

Essentially the equipment that is
needed for a soccer match is pitch
and a football. Additionally players
can be found wearing studded
football boots, shin pads and
matching strips. The goalkeepers
will additionally wear padded
gloves as they are the only players
allowed to handle the ball. Each
team will have a designated
captain.

Each team consists of 11 players.
These are made up of one
goalkeeper and ten outfield
players. The pitch dimensions vary
from each ground but are roughly
120 yards long and 75 yards wide.
On each pitch you will have a 6
yard box next to the goal mouth, an
18 yard box surrounding the 6 yard
box and a centre circle. Each half
of the pitch must be a mirror image
of the other in terms of dimensions.

Each team can name up to 7
substitute players. Substitutions
can be made at any time of the
match with each team being
able to make a maximum of 3
substitutions per side. In the
event of all three substitutes
being made and a player having
to leave the field for injury the
team will be forced to play
without a replacement for that
player.

The field must be made of either
artificial or natural grass. The
size of pitches is allowed to vary
but must be within 100-130
yards long and 50-100 yards
wide. The pitch must also be
marked with a rectangular
shape around the outside
showing out of bounds, two six
yard boxes, two 18 yard boxes
and a centre circle. A spot for a
penalty placed 12 yards out of
both goals and centre circle
must also be visible.

Each team can have a minimum
of 11 players (including 1
goalkeeper who is the only
player allowed to handle the ball
within the 18 yard box) and a
minimum of 7 players are
needed to constitute a match.

A match consists of two 45
minutes halves with a 15 minute
rest period in between.

Each game must include one
referee and two assistant referee’s
(linesmen). It’s the job of the
referee to act as timekeeper and
make any decisions which may
need to be made such as fouls,
free kicks, throw ins, penalties and
added on time at the end of each
half. The referee may consult the
assistant referees at any time in
the match regarding a decision. It’s
the assistant referee’s job to spot
offsides in the match, throw ins for
either team and also assist the
referee in all decision making
processes where appropriate.

For fouls committed a player could
receive either a yellow or red card
depending on the severity of the
foul; this comes down to the
referee’s discretion. The yellow is a
warning and a red card is a
dismissal of that player. Two yellow
cards will equal one red. Once a
player is sent off then they cannot
be replaced.

The whole ball must cross the goal
line for it to constitute as a goal.

If the game needs to head to extra
time as a result of both teams
being level in a match then 30
minutes will be added in the form
of two 15 minute halves after the
allotted 90 minutes.

Year 9 BTEC Sport - Football

A player cannot be caught
offside in their own half. The
goalkeeper does not count
as a defender. If the ball is
played backwards and the
player is in front of the last
defender then he is deemed
to be not offside.

Offside can be called when
an attacking player is in
front of the last defender
when the pass is played
through to them. The offside
area is designed to
discourage players from
simply hanging around the
opponent’s goal waiting for
a pass. To be onside they
must be placed behind the
last defender when the ball
is played to them. If the
player is in front of that last
defender then he is deemed
to be offside and a free kick
to the defending team will
be called.

If a ball goes out of play off
an opponent in either of the
side lines then it is given as
a throw in. If it goes out of
play off an attacking player
on the base line then it is a
goal kick. If it comes off a
defending player it is a
corner kick.
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A referee or umpire is
allowed to call time and
when they do, the time
keeper will stop the timer,
which begins again when
play starts again. There is
a maximum of two
minutes allowed for an
injury.

A netball game lasts for
60 minutes. This is split
into four quarters, with
each quarter lasting 15
minutes. Between the first
and second quarter, and
the third and fourth
quarter, there is an
interval of three minutes.
Between the second and
third quarter -half-time there is an interval of five
minutes.

The object of netball is to
score more points than
your opponent.

The origin of netball
began in England in the
1890s when the game
was derived from an early
version of basketball. A
set of standard rules for
international play was
devised by the 1960s and
the International
Federation of Netball
Associations now has
over 60 teams playing in
five regions around the
world.

Goal shooter
Goal Attack
Wing Attack
Centre
Wing Defence
Goal Defence
Goalkeeper

A netball game is played with
a court, two goals and a ball.
Regulation uniforms are part
of the game in official
matches but impromptu
netball games can take place
with a minimum amount of
equipment.

The netball court is divided
into three sections and this
impacts on where players are
allowed to move. The
sections are referred to as the
two goal thirds and the centre
or middle-third.

The netball court traditionally
measures up at 30.5 metres
(or 100ft) long and 15.25
metres (50 ft) wide.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

There are set positions in a
netball team and these
positions will limit where the
player can be on the court.

The standard netball games
features 7 players on each
side although games can go
ahead with a team having a
minimum of 5 players.
Badminton is a sport
that has been
around since the
16th century. The
sport is played
indoors and the
pinnacle comes from
its Olympic events.
The sport is very
popular in Asian
countries such as
China and India with
these countries
leading the way by
producing some of
the world’s best
players.

To win in netball you must score
more points than your opponent.
The netball ball must be moved
around the court by passing and
there are a number of different
passes available to a player.
The ball must be worked to the
Goal Shooter and Goal Attack
The object of
players, who attempt to shoot
badminton is to hit
from inside the semi-circle.
the shuttlecock over
the net and have it
● A match consists of four
land in the
quarters of 15 minutes.
● Each team can have a max designated court
of 7 players and a min of 5. areas. If your
● The court must be divided opponent manages
into 3 sections, with each
to return the
player holding a specific
shuttlecock then a
position on the court.
rally occurs. If you
● If a player moves into a
win this rally i.e.
position that they shouldn’t force your opponent
be in, they will be deemed to hit the shuttlecock
to be offside.
out or into the net
● Players cannot hold the ball then you win a point.
for more than 3 seconds.
You are required to
● Players cannot take more win 21 points to win
than 1.5 steps when in
a set with most
possession of the ball.
matches being best
● The ball must go through
of 3 sets. Points can
the ringed hoop for a goal be won on either
to be given.
serve.

A goal is scored in netball when
the ball is passed to a player in
the goal third who shoots the
ball through their opponent’s
goal ring. Only the Goal Shooter
or Goal Attack can score goals
in netball and they must be
within the semi-circle when they
shoot.
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A point is scored when you
successfully hit the
shuttlecock over the net and
land it in your opponent’s court
before they hit it. A point can
also be gained when your
opponent hits the shuttlecock
into either the net or outside
the parameters.

The court measures 6.1m
wide and 13.4m long. Across
the middle of the rectangular
court is a net which runs at
1.55m. Running along each
side of the court are two tram
lines. The inside lines are
used as the parameter for
singles matches whilst the
outside line is used for a
doubles match.

There are two forms of
badminton, singles and
doubles (it’s also possible to
play mixed doubles). Each
player is allowed to use a
stringed racket (similar to a
tennis racket but with the head
being smaller) and a
shuttlecock. The shuttlecock is
made up of a half round ball at
the bottom and a feather like
material surrounding the top.
You can only really hit the
bottom of the shuttlecock and
as gravity comes into play will
always revert the ball side
facing down. You may only hit
the shuttlecock once before it
either hits the ground or goes
over the net.

Each game is umpired by a referee
on a high chair who overlooks the
game. There are also line judges
who monitor if the shuttlecock lands
in or not. The referee has overriding
calls on infringements and faults.
Let may be called by the referee if
an unforeseen or accidental
circumstance arose.

If the shuttlecock hits the net or
lands out then a point is awarded to
your opponent.
Players must serve diagonally
across the net to their opponent. As
points are won then serving stations
move from one side to the other.
There are no second serves so if
your first serve goes out then your
opponent wins the point.
No overarm serves are allowed.
Each game will start with a toss to
determine which player will serve
first and which side of the court the
opponent would like to start from.
Once the shuttlecock is ‘live’ then a
player may move around the court
as they wish. They are permitted to
hit the shuttlecock from out of the
playing area.
If a player touches the net with any
part of their body or racket then it is
deemed a fault and their opponent
receives the point.

To win a game you must reach 21
points before your opponent, this
equals a set. If the scores are tied at
20-20 you must score 2 clear points
to win e.g. 20-22. If the points are
still tied at 29-29 then the next point
will decide the winner of the set.
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Stoke Damerel Six
RESPECT
• Respect each other
• Be kind, treat others how
you want to be treated
• Respect yourself

RESPONSIBLE

RESILIENT

• Take responsibility for your

• Commit to your learning
• Try your best
• And try again and again

PREPARED

PROFESSIONAL

• Be prepared and ready to learn
• Be here, be on time and bring
everything you need for learning
• Take part in your learning
and your school

• Be polite
• Be welcoming to all
members of our College
• Smile and be friendly

learning and behaviour
• Try to be a leader
• Be a positive role model

PRIDE
• Be proud to learn; proud

of your work
• Wear your Stoke Damerel
uniform with pride
• Be proud of yourself

